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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we investigate template reconstruction at-
tack of touchscreen biometrics, based on handwritten digits
writer verification. In the event of a template database theft,
we show that reconstructing the original drawn digit from the
embeddings is possible without access to the original embed-
ding encoder. Using an external labelled dataset, an attack en-
coder is trained along with a Mixture Density Recurrent Neu-
ral Network decoder. Thanks to an alignment flow, initial-
ized with Linear Discriminant Analysis and Procrustes, the
transfer function between the output space of the original and
the attack encoder is estimated. The successive application
of transfer function and decoder to the stolen embeddings al-
lows to reconstruct the original drawings, which can be used
to spoof the behavioural biometrics system.

Index Terms— Alignment flow, Mixture Density Net-
work, Behavioral biometrics, Template reconstruction attack

1. INTRODUCTION

The generalisation of biometric authentication rises concerns
about personal data protection. Most recent biometric sys-
tems [1] encode biometric data, such as gait sequences [2],
voice recordings [3], face images [4], fingerprints [5] or hand-
written digits [6–8], into representations commonly named
embeddings, thanks to deep neural networks.

For a given user, during the enrollment phase, a set of dis-
tinct embeddings is generated from his first interactions with
the biometric system, constituting his templates. Then, for
any posterior authentication attempt, the user is challenged
again, and the newly generated embedding(s) are compared
to the enrolment embeddings (templates) to determine if the
user should be granted access. The storage and transfer of
those embeddings could be vulnerable to theft, and represent
a potential breach in the system’s security.

In the event of a template database theft, unlabelled em-
beddings alone are not sufficient to spoof the biometric sys-
tem. Recent approaches [4,9,10] succeed with at least a black
box access to the original embedding encoder.

In this paper, we investigate deep template reconstruction
attack for touchscreen handwritten digits writer verification,
without access to the original encoder. Due to the nature of

the data, we suppose an attacker able to find or handcraft an-
other database of handwritten digits, to train his own attack
encoder and compute an attack set of embeddings. It is sup-
posed to help him infer private information from the stolen
embeddings, using density matching.

First investigations in this area [11] show that inferring
the most represented digits values in clusters of stolen em-
beddings is possible by statically aligning them to the attack
set of labelled embeddings.

This paper investigates further in the context of a One-
Time-Password authentication system [6]. We consider here
that encryption and template protection mechanisms are out
of the scope for this study. We make the hypothesis that
the original encoder is known to be based on Long Short
Term Memory (LSTM) cells [12] (standard architecture for
that kind of sequence data [8]).

We propose to enhance the method of [11] to initialize
training of an alignment flow of the distributions of the stolen
and attack embeddings in full dimension. Using methods
from [13–15], a LSTM based Mixture Density Recurrent
Neural Network (MD-RNN) decoder is also trained to re-
construct the attack set of embeddings into their original
drawings. Finally, the combination of alignment flow and
decoder allows to reconstruct the original sequences from the
stolen embeddings and to spoof the biometric system. The
main contributions of this paper are :

1. Digit value inference for unlabelled embeddings of
handwritten digits in a writer verification system.

2. Alignment flow estimation between the spaces of stolen
and attack embeddings.

3. Combination of alignment flow and MD-RNN based
decoding to reconstruct strokes sequences from the
stolen embeddings.

4. Proof that the statistical alignment is key for the success
of the template reconstruction attack.

In section 2, we expose related works about template
reconstruction attacks and drawings reconstruction using
RNNs. Section 3 presents the attack scenario. Section 4
presents the data used for evaluation. In section 5 we present
the experiments and their associated results. Finally, section
6 concludes and presents our future works.



2. RELATED WORK

2.1. Template reconstruction attacks

Modern biometric authentication systems rely on neural net-
work based embeddings to encode the identity of a user, as
well as other features. [9] [10] [4] expose vulnerabilities of
such biometric authentication systems by reconstructing fin-
gerprints, iris and faces images from templates.

Here we focus on the [4] method, that uses stolen tem-
plates and the associated black-box embedding extractor. An
artificially generated set of face templates is used to train a de-
coder to reconstruct faces images from embeddings. Used on
the stolen face embedding templates, this decoder succeeds
to approximate the original face images. Such images used
in a spoofing setting got up to 67% of True Acceptance Rate
(TAR) at the Equal Error Rate (EER) threshold (around 1%
on the Face recognition system).

Our work differs from [4] as we have no access to the
encoder, but a white box access to a handcrafted attack en-
coder of similar architecture but different weights. We also
investigate behavioral biometrics based on handwritten digits
writer recognition, that has been shown [8] to have a higher
EER (for 1 versus 1 digit comparison) than iris, fingerprints
or faces analysis [16]. With a suitable alignment function be-
tween the sets of stolen/attack embeddings and an efficient
handcrafted decoder, the template reconstruction conditions
should be similar to [4, 9, 10].

2.2. Sketch synthesis

Iris, fingerprints and faces images are physiological biomet-
rics: images that can be computed from templates using
deconvolutional networks, while the handwritten digits used
here are sequences of strokes and represent a behavioral
biometry, thus Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) should be
used for reconstruction. [13–15] proposed methods synthesise
sketches or handwriting with RNNs.

Graves [14] proposes a recurrent decoder architecture as-
sociated with mixture density networks, for handwriting syn-
thesis. We choose to keep this architecture and losses for our
digit reconstruction, with a few modifications to fit the digit
characteristics, which will be detailed in section 3.3.

3. PROPOSED ATTACK SCENARIO

We propose a template reconstruction attack of a biometric
authentication system based on touchscreen handwritten dig-
its [8]. Let U be the set of unlabelled stolen embeddings.

U is composed of N embeddings of dimension 256. It
results from the penultimate layer of a bi-LSTM classifier de-
signed to process 2D stroke sequences taken from handwrit-
ten digits. The classifier is trained beforehand to predict digit
value and identity [8] of users distinct from those of the stolen
embeddings. We suppose the attacker able to find or handcraft

Fig. 1. Illustration of the attack method (best viewed in color)

his own dataset of handwritten digits. This data can be used
to compute a set of statistically comparable embeddings and
to train an attack decoder.

Our scenario is a 4 steps attack illustrated in Figure 1
where numbers refer to the following steps:

1. Train an attack embedding encoder to get an attack set
of embeddings L.

2. Find the alignment flow minimizing the distance be-
tween the statistical distributions of U and L, as ex-
plained in subsection 3.2.

3. Decode the flow-projected U embeddings (in the L
space) into 2D sequences of strokes to reconstruct the
initial sketches, thanks to a MD-RNN decoder trained
on L, as detailed in subsection 3.3.

4. Pass the decoded sequences through the original en-
coder to spoof the system.

3.1. Digit value estimation

[11] proposes a method to infer the most represented dig-
its in clusters of unlabelled stolen embeddings of handwritten
digits. An alignment flow matches the distribution of PCA-
reduced stolen embeddings with that of PCA-reduced hand-
crafted labeled distinct embeddings. The flow is designed to
pair the 10 clusters composing U with the 10 classes of L.

Because in this paper, the embedding extractor is trained
to predict writer identity additionally to the digit value, we re-
place the PCA by a Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) [17].
K-means clustering is used to divide U in 10 clusters that
are then used to train a LDA. This LDA is then applied on
the same data, to project the embeddings from U in a more
discriminant space. This different dimension reduction tech-
nique focused on the digit clusters and digit classes will allow
the [11] method to work identity and digit value trained en-
coders, as shown in section 5.1.



3.2. Alignment flow

3.2.1. Definition

The distribution of embeddings from each set (GMMU and
GMML) is fitted using a Gaussian Mixture model. We define
a linear normalizing flow W ∈ IR256×256 whose objective is
to maximise the likelihood of the projected embeddings UW
given GMML and of the projected embeddings LWT given
the GMMU [18]. The loss is minimized on couples of mini-
batches of U and L with gradient descent.

The alignment flow is optimised on the sum of 3 losses :

• | log(det(W))| to target a determinant of 1

• ||U−WTWU||2 to keep W orthogonal

• logNGMML 256
(UW) + logNGMMU 256

(LWT)

3.2.2. Initialization

As pointed out in [18], initialization is key for such align-
ment problems: the alignment flow often needs some clues.
The process of subsection 3.1 provides an estimation of the
most represented digit in 10 K-means clusters of U. Thus
a Procrustes analysis [19] can be used to compute the opti-
mal rotation matrix between centers of the digit-value related
clusters of U and those of the digit-value labelled classes of
L as pivots.

A Procrustes analysis finds the rotation W that minimizes
the Wasserstein distance between two sets of points CU and
CL in D dimensions (here the centers of the clusters of U
and the classes of L) by solving the equation 1.

min
W∈RD×D

‖CUW −CL‖22 (1)

If solving this equation in D = 256 dimensions for 10 clusters
gives an unique computational solution (which will be used
for the rest of the paper), it is important to note that from
a mathematical point of view, defining a rotation with more
dimensions than pivot point gives infinite potential rotations.

3.3. Embedding to stroke sequence decoder

Graves [14] proposed an MD-RNN architecture based on a
LSTM decoder using Mixture Density outputs and sequence
length prediction for handwriting prediction. We use that ar-
chitecture for our decoder. For training, the attack encoder is
frozen and we add a weak loss constraint on the embedding
reconstruction which aims at minimizing the Mean Squared
Error (MSE) between an embedding and its forgery (obtained
after a decoding-encoding pass). Once trained, the goal of this
decoder is to reconstruct the sequences of the projected stolen
embeddings UW. It is trained on the attack embeddings L
and their corresponding sequences.

4. DATA

Experimental data is taken from three different datasets: two
produced by the University of Madrid [6, 7] and one hand-
crafted by Orange Labs, containing data from respectively
217, 93 and 66 users. They contain respectively 8460, 7430
and 5850 stroke sequences of variable length, in 2 dimen-
sions, representing digits from 0 to 9.

Data collection was performed in two sessions apart from
at least two weeks for each user. Users are divided in 4 groups
of equal proportion, each containing a randomized quarter of
the users. The first (resp. second) group serves as train and
validation data for the original encoder (resp. attack encoder).
Validation data for the attack encoder is also used to validate
the MD-RNN decoder. The two remaining groups serve en-
tirely for embedding inference and evaluation of the attack.
The third group of users constitutes the stolen embeddings U
computed from the original encoder. The fourth constitutes
the attack embeddings L extracted from the attack encoder.
Experiments are conducted on 100 randomized data splits of
the users, for cross validation purpose.

5. EXPERIMENTS

5.1. Clusters labelling

The method of [11] consists in inferring the most represented
digit value in 10 K-means clusters of U. In this work, the
embedding extractor was only trained to predict digit values.
In the current paper, the embedding extractor is now trained
to discriminate between writers and digits at the same time.
For this reason, the strict application of the cited method ac-
curately labels the clusters in only 27% of our cross validated
experiments. Replacing the PCA by a Linear Discriminant
Analysis (LDA) for dimension reduction of embeddings al-
lows us to correctly infer the cluster’s digit in 100% of our
tests. Training of the LDA requires labeled data which is the
case for L embeddings. For U, we use the labels provided by
a K-mean clustering.

5.2. Alignment flow

Following the optimisation method proposed in subsection
3.2, we train an alignment flow W to project U in the out-
put space of the attack encoder. The alignment flow is trained
using Adam optimizer, with a learning rate of 5.10−3.

To assess the alignment efficiency, the projected UW em-
beddings are passed through the digit value prediction layer of
the attackers encoder. Digit prediction accuracy is computed
according to the ground truth labels of U.

Digit inference accuracy after alignment is presented in
the first two lines of table 1. Digit values of U are predicted
with an average accuracy of 96,71% (line 2), similar to the
digit value prediction accuracy of the attackers classifier on L
(96.67%, line 4 of the table). This shows that the estimated



# Configuration Acc. (%) EER (%) TAR (%) Comment
1 UWprocrustes 96.60 20.44 - Stolen digits inference
2 UWflow 96.71 20.32 -
3 Lreforged = EncL(Dec(L)) 85.29 21.69 87.48 Black box access attack
4 L (oracle) 96.67 20.18 100.00 (conditions similar to [4])
5 Ureforged = EncU (Dec(UWprocrustes)) 67.67 49.53 10.42

No encoder access attack6 Ureforged = EncU (Dec(UWflow)) 84.77 33.44 21.07
7 U (oracle) 96.78 20.28 100.00

Table 1. Digit value accuracy (acc.), EER and TAR at EER threshold for diverse evaluated scenarios

alignment is precise enough to preserve the digit information
of the embeddings. It can also be noted that the alignment
preserves writer separability: the Equal Error Rate computed
within UWflow (20.32%) is close to that of U (20.28%, line
7 of the table). It is expected as the flow is forced to remain
close to a rotation.

5.3. Embedding decoder training

The MDN-RNN decoder is trained on the L embeddings
and their associated sequences. It is trained for 10 Gaussian
distributions, a learning rate of 0.002, no dropout, and uses
the Adam optimizer [20]. Performances of the decoder are
evaluated in the table 1, line 3. It allows to conserve a rea-
sonably high digit detection accuracy (85,29%, line 3) on the
reconstructed sequences compared to performances on the at-
tack embeddings L (96,67%, line 4). Embeddings Lreforged

encoded from reconstructed sequences of L have an EER
(21,69%), similar to the EER on the original L (20,18%).

5.4. Template reconstruction attack

Once trained, both alignment flow and decoder are succes-
sively applied to the stolen embeddings in order to forge
spoofing stroke handwritten digits, despite the lack of access
to the original embedding extractor. An illustration of the
forged digits is shown in figure 2 : the first (resp. second) row
being the original (resp. forged) sequences.

Performances of the final reconstruction attack are pre-
sented in lines 6 and 7 of Table 1. The most successful config-
uration (line 6) combines the alignment flow with the decoder,
to achieve a TAR of 21.07%. This shows that the reforged
digit drawings have in average slightly more chances than a
random draw from the general population to be accepted by
the biometric system at the EER threshold, the ERR of the
system (thus False Alarm Rate) being of 20.28% (line 7).

The contrastive experiment using only Procrustes align-
ment (line 5) shows that the proposed flow (line 6) is able
to preserve some writer identity characteristics: writer sep-
arability among the flow-reforged embeddings Ureforged is
somewhat preserved, with an EER of 33.44% against 49.53%
for the Procustes-only alignment approach.

Obviously, there is room for improvement regarding
alignment estimation, since the black-box access based at-
tack exploiting the exact same decoder (line 3) achieves a

Fig. 2. illustration of original and forged sequences of U

TAR of 87.48%. A proofing experiment fine tuning the align-
ment flow in the whole pipeline (with frozen decoder/encoder
in Ureforged = EncU (Dec(UWflow))) using MSE ob-
jective between U and Ureforged shows that the TAR can
improve up to 73.38% from 21.07% (not shown in table 1).
This proves that alignment is critical for the attack success.

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper introduces a template reconstruction attack on a
handwritten digit writer verification system, without access
to the original embedding extractor, in the event of a template
database theft. The attack aims to reconstruct drawn digits
from a stolen embedding set in order to spoof the system.

Thanks to a handcrafted set of attack handwritten digits,
combination of alignment flow and decoder allows to recon-
struct the original sequences from the stolen embeddings and
to spoof the biometric system with a TAR of 21.07%, the EER
being of 20.28%. In comparison, a standard embedding ex-
tractor inversion attack with black box access to the encoder
gives a TAR of 87.48%.

These results are promising and show a progression mar-
gin related to optimal alignment problem. Such alignment is
key for the attack to succeed, due to the lack of access to the
original encoder. The proposed method also allows to infer
the digit values of the stolen embeddings with an accuracy of
96.71% in average for 100 cross-validated experiments.

Future works will be dedicated to improve the alignment
flow, investigate other biometric modalities and other per-
sonal data leakage in the event of a biometric database breach.
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